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Declaration on a 21st Century Labor Market Economy 

The Economics of 2025 and beyond: Assessment of effects for Austrian and E.U. WAGE-labor from a 

post-employment economy  

hese eight Declaration Statements express the Council’s alert to an in-process 21st Century labor 
market transformation within the Austrian and larger European Union industrial community that 

will steadily trim the means for earning wage (job) incomes.  

The Council is concerned by recurring E.U. economic policy pronouncements that fail to credit duly the 
magnitude of effects on employment and worker incomes from Robot, AI and digital technologies 
(among others) that are transforming nature of industrial work, man’s relation to work, and the means 
for work and income within the economy.  

The Council considers state reliance on ‘growth’1 a dubious prescription for an optimally self-adjusting 
full employment economy in a transforming robot, AI and digital technology era. Clinging to growth 
spurring measures the state (with its EU partner) attempt to rally a ‘job economy’ with enhanced 
incentives (subsidies, tax reductions) that advance investment in industrial ‘innovation’, in technical 
and scientific education, in modernization of infrastructure, as well as policies that would re-introduce 
liberal labor employment (flexibility) codes.  

With a current industrial economic model in transition the Council urges state preparation for the 
fading stage of a 20th century industrial ‘job economy’ model2. To be considered are scenarios of new 
alternative emerging industrial economic models with declining private sector mass employment and 
wage-labor. Foreseen is industry down-scaled and operated as specialized enterprises. An economy in 
which private industry operators are no longer the main responsible agents for worker jobs and steady 
incomes. An economy with altered modes of labor participation and in which work and means for in-
come are an increasingly personal responsibility and experience3.  

To be attended are public policies for financing (subsidizing) livelihood for individuals and households 
with increasing tentative employment and uncertain income. The Council questions the efficacy of 
current state tax and public assistance policies and programs in the course of increasing future 
uncertain employment and wage income.  

The aim of this Council Declaration (and accompanying Council Report) is to prompt a more discerning 
examination of the questions posed for the future course of individual livelihood and human 
development in a transforming future economy with fewer means for job incomes. Awaiting are 
progressive principles, concepts, and policies for an encompassing economic and social agenda which 
aims for purposeful, and gainful, participation of the state’s future prime-age human resources. Das 
große Ziel muss immer sein, ihnen mittels Arbeit ein würdiges Leben zu ermöglichen.  

While any future state functions during the in progress industrial transformation remains to be settled 
through political action there must come to emerge a socio-economic order within which a 
remodeled4 21st century civil society maintains its ‘standard of living’.  
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1. The Council contends the advance of a 21st century industrial era in which private sector industry 
and a market economy (as presently structured) will not sustain full-employment with steady 
wage incomes for a fully participating labor force. State plans and policies that rely on private 
sector economic growth initiatives are deemed speculative for employment and worker income 
goals5.  State policies furthering industrial employment through state financed support for jobs 
and/or worker re-integration into the ‘job economy’ along with policies that increase ‘flexibility’ in 
labor market employment practices will afford authorities temporary time to devise strategic 
alternatives for a post ‘job economy’ era. The Council however cautions ready resort to expedient 
public policies and programs that prolong policy reforms that address fundamental adverse 
conditions to human labor engagement in gainful and purposeful activity.  

2. The Council deems imperative preserving the human work ethos and worker native abilities from 
obsolescence as domains which have been the mainstay for worker abilities and endeavors 
become evident in robot labor. Where the transforming private sector industrial apparatus is 
unable to sustain full wage employment levels, alternative opportunities are necessary for 
organizing and applying human abilities purposefully. The Council proposes the State further 
enable (sponsor) operation of alternative private social innovation6, and social enterprise, 
organizations for affording (motivating) diverse work opportunities7. There is deemed an inherent, 
redeeming, value from the individuals’ engagement in personally selected, meaningful, 
advantageous (rewarding) and socially organized (purposeful) activity.  

3. The Council is convinced that the present social services support regimen, and the tax measures 
based on an industrial economy with intensive labor application (jobs) will likely not be an 
adequate, or effective, means for replacing the purchasing power from larger-scale lost wage 
incomes. Originating alternative approaches for public income support assumes increasing 
urgency. Proposed is a comprehensive review of commercial and private tax regimen based on 
new social and economic principles and imperatives to secure state revenue. Scenarios should 
address: (a) increasing employment of robot labor; (b) increasing numbers of individuals engaging 
in self-organized work; and, (c) increasing numbers of individuals without a regular means of 
income from a transforming private sector market economy. Essential are more fitting ways to 
distribute the wealth of the robot and network era. 

4. The Council proposes that any restructured tax regimen—with its social assistance support 
provisions—include incentives (conditions) for individual recipients to engage in their own chosen 
organized activities. Diverse forms of beneficial ‘communal work’, ‘private work’ (now not 
recognized as ‘market transactions’ services) or volunteer activity should be formally recognized as 
work and be eligible for supplemental ‘compensation’. The Council urges policies for increased 
individual public income support from engaging in formal volunteer work. It is the Council’s 
conviction that individuals (young adults) will choose to pursue purposeful activities for self-
engagement given ‘opportunity’ and ‘choice’ for alternative forms of civic work (activities).  

5. The Council expresses concern for a future financing formula of a state administered retirement 
(pension) social insurance in which tax deductions on individual employment incomes decline as 
fewer workers report wage income from regular employment. It is deemed that any future 
pension financing formula credit in-comes from earnings—as well as earned hours from volunteer 
activities. A basic tenet for a pension program is that it creates incentives for individuals to 
enhance the value of the pension benefit through alternative contribution methods.     

6. The Council is aware of several E.U. States’ diverse ‘experiments’ with ‘income supplement’ 
programs for enhancing their social services assistance systems. The Council urges E.U. and 
Austrian political leadership in enlisting economic, scientific, and social institutions to engage in an 
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examination of alternatives to present assorted categorical social assistance support measures 
(such as basic income guarantee (BIG), CORE support, earned income tax credit and other none 
‘means tested’ measures) for their merit in replacing a loss (absence) of income from wage 
employment8. It is the Council’s conviction that any new means for individual and household 
financial security should be associated with available ‘opportunities’, ‘incentives’ and ‘choice’ for 
engaging in structured communal activities.  

7. The Council maintains that the ultimate purpose of state economic policy goals is the life 
satisfaction of the individual governed. That measures of material well-being [individual 
purchasing power/disposable income] are increasingly insufficient basis for evaluating the ‘quality 
of life’. Developments such as the ‘sharing society’, ‘zero marginal cost’ along with a shift from 
‘ownership’ to ‘access’ for property yield added means for individual satisfaction yet not figured in 
GDP/capita  measure for standard of living. The Council supports such transcending measures as: 
EUROSTAT in calculating GDP per capita in purchasing power standards (PPS9) and the U.N. Human 
Development Report (among others) that expand insight into individual and household well-being 
during a transitioning period of employment and labor market activity. 

 

8. The Council proposes that any policy for on-going redistribution of tax incomes be integrated into 
programs that provide opportunities for individuals to ‘choose’ work, and engage in work ‘to earn’ 
ones income. Council urges care in any state reformation of labor market regulatory policies for 
the social status from evolving forms of diverse communal work. The industrial transformation 
under-way with its increasing human services (non-industrial) work titles will require adjustments 
in perceptions of work status, cultural ethos and public attitudes. To be avoided are measures that 
inadvertently engender bitter divisions among individuals in society confronted with reversals in 
accustomed, respected, job titles.  

 
9. The Council affirms that the financial burdens from mounting displacement of jobs and means for 

wage-income as well as declining opportunities for future employment be off-set by public policies 
prolonging employment under lesser favorable working conditions.  

 

4 April 2016 
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1 See: The Rise and Fall of American Growth, Robert J. Gordon, for an account of prospects for future growth and means for job employment.    
2 The job economy is in transition to the ‘platform economy’. If the workers do not own the platform that provides the work, then they may be of little 
economic value without it. 
3 The impact from an increasing application of robot, artificial intelligence and digital technologies (among others) on jobs is documented in the Council’s 
Declaration on Employment. 
4 Barcelona is at the forefront of urban redesign enabling individuals to adapt to industrial transformation by ‘making everyone capable of 
producing for their individual needs and put the individual back at the center of production make every home a factory. Digital fabrication will 
come to occupy the same prominence as computers, a 3D mill sitting comfortably on everyone’s workbench, meaning quality of life isn’t restricted to 
the size of one’s wallet, but the extent of one’s knowledge’.  
5 Economic ‘growth’ and prospects for employment are increasingly ‘decoupled’. No credible economic reason (research) supports that economic 
effect from growth rates indefinitely benefit rising income and employment.  
6 See: The Impact of Social Investment on Employment and Public Budgets, Opinion of the European Economic and Social Committee, Wolfgang 
Grief, 26 March 2014, SOC/496  
7 This would be an extension of work integration social enterprise (WISE) which operates 200 Austrian social enterprises support through 
employment, education or training long-term unemployed handicapped persons with work opportunities.  
8 Examination of alternative means for income support could be part of a broader examination of social assistance reform which would bundle 
present diverse social services into a 'single' payment means for support. 
9 GDP adjusted for the size of an economy in terms of population and also for differences in price levels across countries.  

 


